


What are the key points of the new Group: 
 n  Capitalising on the complementarities of the two companies 

in product ranges, on both technological and geographical 
levels, to speed up sales development,

 n  Combining the best to reach a new level of customer satisfac-
tion in proximity, services, innovation and premium quality,

 n Developing the NTN and SNR brands.

Creating synergies 
NTN & SNR are creating synergies to perform better in many 
different fields: commercial, business management, R&D, 
manufacturing, purchasing … 

Since 2 years, the staffs of NTN & SNR teams have developed a 
close working relationship, building a common strategy for one 
common project:
 n  ONE voice to the customer
 n  ONE managing structure: 5 Strategic Business Units 

have been implemented, Automotive OEM, Automotive 
Aftermarket, Industry OEM, Industry Aftermarket, Aerospace 
(OEM and repairstation).

 n ONE R&D centre in Europe, based in Annecy (France)
 n European manufacturing for European sales
 n Purchasing : common sources
 n  Standardization of the IT systems and Logistics to move to 

a common European structure.

An agreement based on common values 
NTN & SNR share the same values based on 90 years of history for each company.
Above all, they share a common philosophy: creating with passion and pride original new 
technologies, and offering high quality products and services for customer satisfaction. 
NTN & SNR are now willing to work and develop together, respecting the culture of the two 
companies.

The objective is to capitalise on the complementarities of the two companies to create a 
strong group on the five continents and the three major customer markets: automotive, 
aerospace, industry.

NTN & SNR complementarities  
in ranges of products 
The widest range of products for all industry & automotive applications. 

In Industry, NTN & SNR offer:
a WIDE range of products … 
 n  All types and sizes of standard bearings
 n  All types and sizes of bearing units
 n  Range and customized specific products
 n  Linear motion
 n  Maintenance product & services

… for ALL markets:
 n  Aerospace: Aircrafts engines, helicopters
 n  OEMs: Railways, Machine-Tool, Machines for Construction, Wind Turbines, Agriculture, 

Transmissions, Textiles, Pumps & motors …
 n  Aftermarket: Production plants, mining, paper industry, cement industry, steel industry, …

In Automotive, NTN & SNR offer the widest range for automotive applications
To OEMs:
 n  N°1 in EUROPE for wheel bearings applications
 n  A global presence to support all customers world wide

To Aftermarket:
 n  brought by the NTN Distribution & Accessories range, NTN being recognized as 

major supplier in this range. 
 n  in the next months, bearings for air conditioner compressors as well as wheel bearings 

will be added to SNR’s ranges.
 n  concerning the market, being part of the new NTN-SNR Group will enhance SNR’s 

target to be a major supplier of bearings specifically for Asiatic vehicles in Europe.

NTN & SNR unite forces to  
become a world bearings leader
Following the coming together of NTN & SNR in April 2007, 
NTN continued its acquisition by raising its share holding. 
Both companies will combine their strengths to improve 
their position for customer benefits, especially in Europe.
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An agreement based on NTN SNR 
global presence: main factories  
& sales values 
NTN & SNR unite forces to become a world bearings leader
This will lead the new Group being stronger all over the world.  
Especially in Europe, both Companies will combine their strengths to 
improve their position for customer benefits. NTN actually relies on 
the SNR presence in Europe to succeed in this project.

53 plants, 85 sales offices, 18 R&D Centers in USA, Japan, France

The previous steps of the NTN SNR agreement
July 2006: RENAULT & NTN agreed in a contract. 
The objective: capitalise on the complementarities of the two companies to create a 
strong group on the five continents and the three major customer markets: automobile, 
aeronautical, industry.
The key-points of the agreement:
 n  To speed up sales development by combining the forces of the two companies on 

product, technological and geographical levels.
 n  Create synergies to be perform better in R&D, in purchasing and in sales
 n  Build on and develop the SNR and NTN brands
 n  Share good practice respecting the cultures of the two companies

April 2007: NTN acquired 35% from SNR shares
The beginning of the close working relationship to create concrete synergies

Since 7th April 2008: NTN raised its share of the SNR holding to 51%
A new group with one strategy for a common project: become a world bearings leader

KEY FIGURES
Key figures of NTN Corporation
 n  Turn-over 2009 (as off 31 March 2009) : 3,7 Billion € including
	 •	for	bearings	:	2,6	Billion	€
	 •	for	CVJ	:	0,9	Billion	€
 n  Employees	:	20	679
 n  53 plants world wide
 n  85 sales offices
 n  18 R&D centres in Japan, USA, France, Germany 
 
Key figures of SNR ROULEMENTS
 n  Turn-over	2008:	639,3	Millions	€
 n  Employees : 3 750
 n  11 plants world wide
 n  13 sales offices
 n  2 R&D centres in France and Germany
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The Aerospace market in 2009,  
a planned take-off…
Over recent years, we have seen major examples of concentration 
in the aeronautics industry. Globalization has, for example, given 
rise to four leading engine manufacturers who together represent 
a large part of worldwide production: General Electric, Pratt & 
Whitney, Rolls Royce and Safran.

Another important fact is that the development of a new engine 
now requires such massive investment that even these great 
engine companies are having to form alliances. It is worth noting 
however that, although cyclical, the aerospace market should 
see a global growth over the next two decades.

Why?

n On the one hand, US airlines will have to replace their fleets, which 
are ageing and use too much fuel. 

n On the other hand, a number of emerging countries have 
increasing structural needs for aircraft and helicopters with, for the 
latter, pressing needs in oil prospecting and paramedical activities.
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NTN-SNR take off for promising synergies
Until now, the major part of NTN’s aeronautical activities has been located in Asia – 
in Japan for the majority – followed by America and to a lesser degree Europe. SNR’s 
aeronautical activities are concentrated mostly in Europe, in France especially, followed 
by America then Asia. The strength of these very complementary sites will enable us 
to put in place a new common worldwide approach designed to confirm the NTN-SNR 
Group as a major player in the sector.

That’s right, new scope, new ambitions and new growth!

Strong and identified expectations
If our customers are concentrated, the same concentration can be observed on the 
bearing manufacturers’ side. There were ten of us at the start of 2000: today only four of 
us are left. This has led to strong market expectations from customers who don’t want to 
be dependant on a single supplier but prefer to have reliable alternatives.
The NTN-SNR Group, which currently accounts for more than 40 million euros on the 
Aerospace market, is rich in both geographical and technological complementarities. 

Our ambition:
Become a preferred supplier in our three markets: engines, helicopters and drive systems & 
equipment. In that perspective, we are moving towards a common strategy on a worldwide 
level.

3 MAIN AREAS OF ACTIvITY:
n Engines

Aircraft and helicopters
n Helicopters

Transmission gearboxes and rotors

n Drive shafts and equipments
Propulsion unit bearing, flight control, APU (Auxiliary Power Unit)

Bourget 
2009

This NTN-SNR take-off is made by following an 
environmental code of behaviour. This means product 
developments which will reduce the consumption of 
energy, make less noise and respect environmental 
norms to preserve our planet.
Our technical development is therefore centred on 
innovation but also on wellness of our society in the 
broad sense of term.

 Stronger together for blue horizons!

Stronger together for blue horizons! Stronger together for blue horizons!
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The technical know-how of the 
NTN-SNR teams gives wings to your 
projects ….
Partner for more than 40 years of big aicraft and space programs, 
SNR is among the worldwide leaders of the manufacturers of 
bearings with a products offer and innovative and competitive 
services.
For its part, NTN also participates in numerous aicraft 
collaboration programs for motors, as well as in Japanese space 
programs.

Together let’s innovate even more

Today, numerous exchanges between the plants of Argonay in 
France and Kuwana in Japan have defined synergies concerning 
the manufacturing process, engineering, marketing and sales.
Their respective years of experience ensure that our engineers 
have an excellent knowledge of the critical elements of bearings 
in aerospace applications. This shared knowledge is a real 
«plus» for the development of products which are always more 
innovative.
At the top of the technology, our NTN-SNR teams is 
permanently working on aircraft innovations for tomorrow: 
compact bearings, reduction of friction and weight, resistance 
to strong temperatures, reduction of pollution, very high speeds, 
integration functions, lubrication…

Our aerospace division is working with perfect autonomy but 
benefits from technological means of the group such as test 
benches, tests and calculation centres, industrial means of 
development, laboratories…

A jointly developed strategy for facing new challenges 
together:
For more than 2 years, the NTN and SNR teams have been working together to plan a 
strong development strategy.

n Important investment programs
Our investment policy includes ambitious programmes both for the Argonay plant and 
for Kuwana (Japan).

n Prioritise innovation
Technological developments are based on two essential expectations: 
compliance with environmental standards in terms of cutting fuel consumption and 
reducing noise. 
For example, our team is working on ceramic rolling elements that offer a significant 
advantage in terms of weight and a reduction in the effects of inertia. 
In addition, we are developing cages made of PEEK, a high-temperature plastic 
material that also leads to noticeable reductions in weight and friction, leading to 
reduced consumption and lower noise levels.

n Aim for performance and excellence by choosing the strong points of NTN and 
SNR  

n Protection of environment
The NTN-SNR group accompanies, through its products, the development of 
aerospace applications in the world where the protection of environment becomes a 
worrying subject.
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You and us, a necessary and fertile 
partnership…
It is in narrow partnership with our famous customers, that 
we develop special products answering to the most pointed 
requirements.
Back to some of our most prestigious technical references at the 
same time working on the future:

n Aircraft:
Our technical resolutions equip the most widely used engine 
CFM56	for	the	following	ranges	Airbus	A320	and	Boeing	737,	
the A380 aircraft with the GP7200, the SuperJet100 with the 
SaM146	 and	 Business	 Jets	 with	 the	 PW600	 range	 and	 the	
BR700.

n Helicopter:
Leading supplier in Europe for helicopter transmission systems 
on programs such as Colibri, Ecureuil, Dauphin, Super Puma 
and EC 175-Z15.

n Space:
After more than 10 years of Research and Development, our 
bearings have been fitted since the beginning of 2000s, on the 
Ariane 5 rocket launcher on the turbopump application and 
cryogenic valves.

References:
Agusta  Westland – Air France KLM – All Nippon Airways 
– Avic – Avio – Bell Helicopter Textron – Dassault – 
Dowty Propellers – Eurocopter – General Electric –  
Goodrich – Hamilton Sundstrand – Hispano Suiza –  
Honeywell – Lufthansa – MTU – Pratt& Whitney – Snecma –  
Snecma Services – SR Technics – Techspace Aero – Turbomeca  

High flying records:
On 14th May 2005, a world record that will never be beaten!
A series-produced Ecureuil helicopter, fitted with SNR Bearings, landed on the world’s 
highest point.
On 14th May 2005 at 7:08 a.m (local time) the single turbine Ecureuil AS350B3 helicopter piloted 
by Didier Delsalle landed on the peak of Mont Everest (Nepal) at 8,850m, thus shattering 
the previous world record	for	take-off	and	landing	in	altitude,	set	at	7,670m	only	6	months	
beforehand in November 2004.
For validation by the accreditation authorities, the landing had to last a minimum of 2 min. 
and in this case it lasted 3 minutes 50 seconds in extreme weather conditions – ambient 
temperature of -35°C, and the high winds blowing, as always at this altitude.
SNR is approved to supply all the bearings for this “Flying Squirrel” – that is at least 
fifty for all the aircraft’s various functions. The engine speed “input” of 20,000 rpm, 
must be passed onto the “output” – the rotor mast, which only rotates at 280 rpm. The 
reduction ratio is of vital importance and hence the planetary reduction gearing system 
beneath the rotor is a crucial component of the helicopter, completely fitted with bea-
rings and planet gears exclusively supplied by SNR.

Ariane 5
Ariane 5 is an ESA launcher (ESA), operated by Arianespace, designed to put satelites 
into geostationnary orbit and loads in low orbit. Ariane is manufactured by a consortium 
of more than 1100 industrial companies, all European under the management of EADS 
Astrium.
SNR has supplied bearings for the Ariane 5 since the beginning of the year 2000 and 
this, within the framework of the development contract over the past 10 years.
We are also present on the liquid hydrogen turbo-pump and the cryogenic valve, where 
temperatures reach: -200°C.
These bearings use materials specifically developped for highly arduous applications: 
stainless steel on rings, an auto-lubricated composite material cage and a lubrication 
«by powder coating» allowing it to work in a cryogenic environment.
Rotation speeds reach 36 000 rpm	for	600	seconds.

A380
The A380 Airbus is a civil aircraft,large capacity, long haul, 4 engines and two decks.
It is the largest civil aircraft and is by its dimensions the 3rd largest plane in history. It can 
transport 555 to 853 passengers depending on the configuration.
SNR supplies bearings equiping the GP7200 engine, made by the Pratt&Whitney and 
GE alliance.
 

Boeing 777
This is a 2-engine long haul aircraft, manufactured by Boeing (USA). It is among the 
largest line aircraft (passenger capacity : 550 places) and it holds the the record for the 
longest distance without touching the ground.
NTN supplies the bearings for the GE90 motor which is still today the largest motor in 
the history of aerospace.

Paris Air Show, Le Bourget, is the first important 
professional “Aerospace” event for the new 
NTN-SNR entity. The Group is determined to 
position itself as a partner for the future.
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Stronger together for blue horizons!



CONTACTS 
Aerospace communication:  

Communication department – Cécile Pereira
Téléphone	:	+33	4	50	65	30	92	-	E-mail	:	cecile.pereira@snr.fr
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